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ABSTRACT-  

Management of payroll system is the main region of the business. Payroll system includes everything that has to do with the salary of employees and filling of 

employment taxes. In this they keep tracking the working hours, hold on to taxes and others. The base of salary depends upon certain factors that involves 

condition of market and paying ability of the company and legal provision. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the process of payroll management, it is very necessary to show concern which include more than one employee. Further it i s a need for passivity 

with federal and state laws. The process of payroll management is associated with the employee’s financial record which includes payment, wages, 

bonuses, rumination and net income. And these records are maintained for the federal requirements in future. In present scenario there are several types 

of automated software’s to keep the record of payroll management process it will ease the man work. 

OBJECTIVE. 

 To analyze the payroll time duration for the institution based on their paying ability of the intrinsic concern and condition of market. 

 To classify the employee outlay allowances, survey to certify the system of payroll. 

 To determine various methods of payroll system that will raise our knowledge in managing the payroll system. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

“Steven m. Bragg” said (2011), payroll management is directed for both expert account as well as for students. Considering both getting benefit from 

its comprehensive description of payroll system, process, control and regulation. 

 

 Ajit yadav (2014) said that payroll is also important to its subscriber: employee of anindustry. Employee precept can be badly affected by errors and 

irregularities in payroll, so an organisation must administer payroll in an appropriate way. 

 

Charlie (2000) stated that “Payroll strategies increases opportunism, maximize employee ability, decrease time period in transactional HR areas”.  

 

According to kyle pomerleau (2014), “Government demand payroll taxes on both the employer and the employee, though both are basically paid by 

wage earners”. 

ADVANTAGES OF PAYROLL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 

 By using a payroll financing solution, it helps you to grow your business. 

 Few types of payroll financing, such as factoring, are easily available. Factoring industry don’t need the old school underwriting those banks 

go through. This benefit is most important for small and growing businesses that can’t meet bank lending requirements.  

 Several payroll funding solutions can be obtained quickly. For example, line of factoring can usually be earned in a week or so. Obviously, 

the time period it takes to expand a line digress based on clients’ individual outlook.  

 Payroll financing basically helps you to fill the gap between rendering a service and getting paid.  

 At last, factoring transactions are mainlyorganized as the sale of your receivables, rather than as a debt against them. This design can be 

important for larger companies who may look for ordinary funding later on. 
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DISADVANTAGE:  

 Payroll financing solutions are not accurate. The two most vital disadvantages are:  

LINES CAN BE RELATIVELY EXPENSIVE:  

The vital challenge of financing payroll, mainly factoring, is that it can be expensiveto some extent – at least when correlated to other solutions. 

Therefore, payroll financing is sincerely used by companies that have higher margins or industries that get paid briskly. Factoring costs are estimated 

through a fusion of volume and the payment speed of your clients. It works promptly if your industry has a lesser gross margin of 15%; despite, higher 

margins are better. If your clients pay bill of sale slowly (i.e., 60 days or more), consider financing only those bills of sale that have higher gross 

margins. At last, lines of factoring are not constantlycrystal clear to your clients. However, factoring industriesconstantly work with you to actuate the 

correct way to deploy the solution and minimize client problems. 

IMPORTANCE:  

Process of payroll is an essential part of all institution. It is not only responsible for the employee’sincome compensation, but also plays a role in 

conserving the company’s goodwill by ensuring compliance with several legislations. Payroll software of small businessacquireseloquentconvenient 

features and give them a fast calculation with higher accuracy rate. Few features of payroll software are stated below:  

 It handles multi company transactions very easily. 

 Calculates bonuses, commissions and prior payments.  

 Calculates monthly income, EPF, SOCSO and PCB.  

 It createsseveral types of management and operation reports.  

 It gives accurate calculation.  

 It provides payroll detail report.  

Mostly payroll software has very clean interface as they are developed to be user-friendly. It calculatesorganization’s monthly income, pay slip 

generation, and summary of payroll. It is very essential to use a user-friendly software. Malaysia payroll system is a perfect example of a user-friendly 

software and a perfect setup for all your payroll need. Software of payroll for small size companies has no complications. Its cleanuser-interface 

provides fast and easy access to your data and calculations. In HR related decision it is capable of generating data and stats to assist the manager. Using 

a payroll software helps in cost cutting of hiring employees for managing companies’ payroll. Payroll software can tackle these tasks proficiently. It is 

an indefectible solution for small businesses. A lot of industries are regulating softwaresolutions all over the world. It is a very vital task to choose a 

reputed company that provides best quality and decent software solutions. Always choose a software that suits to your business needs.  

SCOPE:  

 Accrued Day off  

 Mid-month pay timesheet end  

 Employee’s compensation  

 
INFORMATION:  

In future automated software’s for payroll will be developed in order to reduce the cost of maintaining the data as well as labour force. There are 

several payroll management industries are a call away.  

SUGGESTION  

electronic software tools are available in market hence the organization can use the software’s to handle their own payroll system as well the want of 

equipped supplies will get reduced. 

CONCLUSION  

Financial payroll can be a vital solution for organization that are flourishing quickly and to increase funding to cover work force costs. In spite of, this 

solution works best if you’re:  

 Monetary clients have good credit  

 Clients pay on 30- to 60-day terms  

 Margins are at least 15%  
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